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WIDE PLANK FLOORING + ANTIQUE BUILDING MATERIALS

Water-based Polyurethane Pre-finish

Natural Oil Pre-finish

Oil-based Polyurethane On-Site Finish

Unfinished

Antique TOBACCO PINE
RECLAIMED FLOORING – VIRGIN TIMBER FROM AGED STRUCTURES

During the late 1800s and early 1900s, many farmers who lived in the fertile 
valleys of Pennsylvania’s Susquehanna River and Allegheny Mountains grew 
tobacco. Using a mixture of pine species as siding, floor joists and roof rafters, 
they constructed barns for drying tobacco – a unique process that gave what 
we call tobacco pine its heavily mixed color and character (without odor).

Tobacco-stained pine hardwood flooring creates a unique, “old pine” 
appearance with deep, rich shades of brown and red intermingled with the 
wood’s original honey color. This dark, naturally weathered look will help you 
add warmth and charm to a more rustic décor.

DISTINCTIVE ATTRIBUTES
As with any reclaimed pine, tobacco pine hardwood flooring features sound 
knots, cracks, nail holes, wormholes, saw kerfs and watermarks.

SOLID FLOORING SPECS:

Our reclaimed flooring is 100% virgin timber 
taken from old wooden structures such as barns 
and factory buildings. 

BOARD  WIDTHS 3” to 12” 

BOARD  LENGTH 2’ to 12’ 

PLANK
THICKNESS

3/4”,  5/8”,  1/2”,  3/8” 
(5/8” up to 8” only)
(3/8”, 1/2” up to 6” only)

FINISH OPTIONS -  unfinished/pre-finished
-  authentic hand-scrape
-  machine hand-scrap
-  wire brushing
-  end-matching to 10”

FSC STATUS 100% Recycled*

ENGINEERED FLOORING SPECS:

Our reclaimed flooring designed for added 
stability - featuring a surface layer of real 
hardwood glued over a plywood core. 

BOARD  WIDTHS 3” to 12” 

BOARD  LENGTH 2’ to 10’ 

PLANK THICKNESS 5/8”   (3/4” available)

WEAR LAYER 4mm

PLYWOOD 9-ply FSC Baltic Birch

FINISH OPTIONS -  unfinished/pre-finished
-  authentic hand-scrape
-  machine hand-scrap
-  wire brushing
-  end-matching to 10”

FSC STATUS Mixed Species*

NOTE: Each of our flooring products posses unique 
characteristics and beauty. While our samples provide a close 
representation of each specie, they are for photo reference 
only and cannot exactly match the end product.

EDGE MILLING OPTIONS

Square Round-Over Micro-Bevel

* FSC certification   
    available upon request.
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specs as shown:  solid, on-site sand with oil-based poly finish   widths: 4" to 7" boards   lengths: 2' to 12'

ANTIQUE TOBACCO PINE  –  Reclaimed Wide Plank Flooring


